Appliances

Caliber™ Pro Kamado Charcoal Grill/Smoker
Installation + Use/Care Instructions
GRILL MODELS:
CTP22-SS: All Stainless Steel Charcoal Grill/Smoker
CTP22-BK: Black Porcelain Charcoal Grill/Smoker
CTP22-TQ: Turqouise Porcelain Charcoal Grill/Smoker
CTP22-RD: Red Porcelain Charcoal Grill/Smoker

CART/SIDE SHELF ACCESSORY KITS:
CTP22-C-SSW: Stainless Steel Cart, locking casters, plus 2 Stainless side shelves with wood inserts
CTP22-C-SS: Stainless Steel Cart, locking casters, plus 2 solid Stainless Steel side shelves

ADDITIONAL AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES:
CTP22-RK: Rotisserie Kit includes 12V motor, 2 chrome rotis forks
CTP22-RB: Stainless Steel Blaze Basket™ - great for indirect cooking/grilling
CTP22-PK: Pizza Stone Kit, contains XLarge Commercial Quality Pizza Stone plus SS locator rack
CTP22-CCA: Cauldera Iron Cooking Pot Kit
CTP-2XRACK: Step Up Grill Rack
CTP-RIB-RACK: Rib and Roast Rack
CTPGD1-2: Drop on Stainless Steel 3/16” Thick Griddle Plate - 1/2 Size Plate
CTPGD3-4: Drop on Stainless Steel 3/16” Thick Griddle Plate - 3/4 Size Plate
CTPLK: Build-In Leg Kit
CTP22-V: Full Grill/Cart Height Protective Vinyl Cover (ok as built-in cover)

Welcome to a new Experience! The Caliber Pro Kamado Grill

caliberappliances.com
Expect Great Heat™

Dear Grilling Enthusiast,
Together with my team, we have been delivering Great Heat in the many products we’ve designed over the
past 30 years and am proud to say that our team has designed one of the most advanced charcoal grilling
systems ever devised.
I have always enjoyed the delicious outcome of grilling either over gas or charcoal, but have never felt
satisfied with the design of the ceramic kamado style grills that now flood the market. With an extensive
history/experience and knowledge of engineering highly efficient ovens, I knew that it was possible to
engineer a wood fired charcoal grill that could top all the others in efficiency and technology.
After extensive testing and engineering, we proudly present to you a fantastic grill with a heart of ancient
cooking history coupled with a mind-set of 21st century technology. We call it the Caliber Pro Kamado Grill.
It’s more spacious, lighter, faster, and more efficient than any ceramic kamado gill we’ve tested. It weights
just 75lbs rather than the average 200+ lbs of competitive grills.
Our secret resides in the patented construction with a modern dual-layered, patented insulated flue-way
design that puts your favorite lump charcoal to best use. It’s nearly 40% more efficient than typical ceramic
kamado grills, so that 20lb bag of your favorite mesquite lump will cook many more great meals than
before.
I also decided that we should dedicate our brand value to American Manufacturing and make the Caliber
Pro Kamado, along with all of our other grills, here in California.

Randy Rummel
President/CEO
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Unpacking the Caliber Pro Kamado Grill &
Assembly to the Cart

Cart and Grill Head assembly order:
Unpack Cart, Assemble Cart, Unpack Grill Head, Mount Cart to the Grill Head, Mount Side Shelves to the
Grill Head.
1. Open the small box that contains the CART parts and assemble the CART following the instructions
included with the CART. Set the assembled CART aside and prepare the Grill head for mounting to the CART.
2. Carefully cut the strapping bands and remove the top and side panels of the shipping box that
contains the grill.
3. Remove all packaging material from the box, and put aside - DO NOT RECYCLE THE TOP AND BOTTOM
PROTECTIVE CUSHION INSERTS YET as the top cushion will be used when the cart is mounted to the Grill

head bottom with 4 bolts.
4. Remove the cooking rack and charcoal plate from the grill head and set aside.

5. Place the top cushion from the Grill pack on the ground and then WITH 2 PEOPLE, carefully cradle the
grill upside down into the cushion as shown.
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Unpacking the Caliber Pro Kamado Grill &
Assembly to the Cart

6.
You can now take the pre-assembled CART and mount to the GRILL head simply by using 4 supplied bolts see illustrations.

7. Once the cart is securely mounted to the GRILL head, WITH 2 PEOPLE, carefully return the grill to an
upright position.
8. You can now begin to mount the 2 side shelves to the side of the grill head by first mounting the 2 support
brackets to the grill head. See the instruction sheet that is shipped with the Cart/Side Shelf Kit for detailed
instructions
9. Once the brackets are bolted to the GRILL head, use the supplied hardware to mount the shelf assembly
to the mounting brackets. Repeat for the side shelf on the other side of the GRILL.
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Assembly to the Cart
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Assembly to the Cart
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Cart Specifications & Build-In Planning Guide

Caliber Pro Kamado pictured with 42” Caliber Crossflame Pro Grill within an Urban Bonfire Outdoor Kitchen System.
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Getting to know your new Caliber Pro Kamado

Although the Caliber Pro Kamado Charcoal Grill appears similar to other kamado style grills, its patented
design and construction of technologically advanced materials promises to provide you with a grilling experience unlike any other.
First you may notice that the grill is considerably less heavy than other kamado grills, actual it weighs
just 75 lbs rather than the 200+lbs of competitive grills. The Caliber Pro Kamado is designed with the
same technology we use for designing great self-clean convection ovens - 2 layers of stainless steel (or
porcelainized enamel) that encase a blanket of lightweight, ultra-high efficiency ceramic insulation. You’ll not
only feel that difference in the grills weight and safe portability, but you find you need much less hardwood
lump charcoal to maintain high or low temperatures for longer periods of time than kamado style grills
made of heavy, inefficient ceramic. Because we have designed this grill with superior insulating capabilities,
you’ll notice that the exterior temperature of the grill remains relatively cool. This is because our insulating
design keeps the heat inside the grill(oven) and does not allow it to be wasted heating such a grand mass of
ceramic.
Take some time to familiarize yourself with the (options) of the grill including
1. The Caliber Pro Kamado exclusive design of the bottom air intake box- This feature allows precise adjustment of incoming air into the grilling cavity and is most useful when bringing and maintaining the
grill within a specific heat for low and slow smoking, baking, etc.
2. Notice the hole in the left upper side of the grill base. This is the access hole for the rod that is used with
our patent-pending integrated rotisserie grilling system. The small flip up cover on the outside of the
rotisserie access hole can remain in a closed position when the rotisserie accessory is not being used.
3. The round charcoal zone plate is made of solid 304 type Stainless Steel and is designed with 4 dividers to provide easy “zone dividers” for use when you desire a specific “hot” area or for indirect grilling/
smoking
4. The split cooking rack is made of top grade 304 Stainless Steel and is electro-polished for extra corrosion resistance.
5. The indirect Blaze Basket provides grilling and slow cook options and is also made of 304 Stainless
Steel. This option give you another great tool when you require indirect heat for slow smoking, baking or
slow roasting. You’ll find that it is one of the most favored, versatile tools in the kamado line of optional
accessories.
6. Notice the only outlet from inside the grill inner dome is a small 1” x 4” exit at the inner rear of the dome.
Unassuming as it may appear, this flue-way exit is the only way any heat or heat by-product may exit the
cavity and is a key ingredient to why our patented flue-way system gives your ultra-precise heat control
and adds another layer of efficient design to our innovative feat of engineering
7. Our unique top air mixing vent gives you precise control of smoke and heat exiting the cavity is designed to be easy to set for various cooking/grilling modes. Through this use and care booklet, we will
show you how simple setting this vent for your favorite culinary set up, whether it be 400ºF for baking
your famous Apple Pie, or 225ºF for a delicious, tender St Louis pecan smoked rib recipe.
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Getting to know your new Caliber Pro Kamado

EXTERNAL GRILL COMPONENTS
•

Thermometer and heat range
indicator

•

Clean-out tool and charcoal mixer

•

Top Air Mixing Vent

•

Bottom Air intake Vent Box

•

Stainless Steel or Wood(option)
Handle

•

Stainless Steel or Porcelain Outer
Grill Dome

•

Stainless Steel or Porcelain Outer
Grill Base Wrapper

•

L-Shpaed Kamado Tool

•

Optional Cart/Side Shelf Kit Shown:
All Stainless Steel or Stainless Steel
Frame with Hardwood Insert. All Kits
come with 1 cart and 2 side shelves.

•

Optional Wood Handle also shown

INTERNAL GRILL COMPONENTS
•

Stainless Steel Grilling Rack

•

Heavy gauge Stainless Steel
Charcoal Zone Plate

•

Stainless Steel or Porcelain Inner
Grill Dome

•

Stainless Steel (standard) Inner Grill
Base Wrapper
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Getting to know your new Caliber Pro Kamado
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Lighting your Caliber Pro Kamado Grill
Caliber recommends Fire Starter Cubes as they are one of the quickest ways to start your grill. They are
odorless, smokeless and environmentally safe. Each cube burns up to 1200°F for 8-10 minutes to ensure
that you’re ready to cook in just 15 minutes.

CHARCOAL & AIR FLOW
1. Build a small mound of charcoal. We recommend an amount that fills up a typical pie pan as a guide.
Once the fire has started and white ash skins the lump, you may add additional small amounts of charcoal if
desired.
2. Build the mound with large chunks at the bottom and smaller ones as you build it. Dumping charcoal directly into the fire box may allow small pieces to block the air holes in the charcoal plate, which can prevent
you from reaching higher grilling and searing temperatures.
3. Charcoal can be re-lit 2 or 3 times for multiple cookings. Use the clean-out tool to stir the used charcoal,
so the ashes will drop through the fire grate. Add some new charcoal to the existing charcoal and build a
new mound. This works for well for roasting and grill temperatures. We recommend using only fresh charcoal for long-low smoking and high searing temperatures. When using the Blaze Basket for long slow smoking, fill the basket 3/4 full and you will not have to add fuel for an entire 6 hour smoke.
Charcoal Use Tip: You will find yourself using much less charcoal than was required for other single lined or
ceramic constructed grills.

LIGHTING
1. Light the charcoal with two or three fire starter cubes, chimney starter, electric starter or other method.
2. Open the bottom air intake and leave the top dome open.
3. Wait 10 minutes for the charcoal to build a small bed of embers.
4. Close the dome, open the top vent fully and then adjust the air flow as needed as you near the
target temperature. Note that it is much easier to increase the heat in our grill and more difficult to cool it
down,
Lighting Tip:
Never use lighter fluid or any other combustible liquid.

CAUTIONS
To avoid a potential “flashback”, ALWAYS “BURP” your grill before opening. To “BURP” your grill, slowly open the grill lid about 1-2 inches to allow air in, then after a few second, fully open the lid to its stop
position. By properly “Burping” your grill, you may avoid potentially dangerous sudden escape of heat and
possible fireball effect when doing so.
Do not use lighter fluid, gas or other combustible liquids. Liquid chemicals are a fire hazard and they will
and produce an undesirable taste in your food.
Do not use “Instant Light” briquettes. They will also impart an undesirable taste.
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Controlling your Grill Temperature

CAUTIONS (Continued)
Do not use briquette charcoal. This type of charcoal cannot reach temperatures above 525°F and it does
not impart true charcoal flavor that quality lump charcoal does.
Achieving a consistent temperature as high as 750°+F or as low as 225°F is easy on your Caliber Pro
Kamado Grill. In fact, you can maintain low temperatures for up to 12 hours without adding any additional
charcoal.

CONTROLLING THE TEMPERATURE
1. Close the dome and fully open the top vent.
2. When you are 25°F from your target temperature, close the top vent down to about 1/4 open.
3. Wait one minute and close or open the top vent to lower or increase the temperature. A 1/4” can change
the temperature by as much as 25°F.
Temperature Tip: Use all fresh charcoal for high temperature searing.

ACHIEVING LOW TEMPERATURES
1. For “low and slow” temperatures like 225°F, start with a very small fire in one area of the charcoal. Our
preferred method for low-slow grilling/smoking includes using the Blaze Basket option placed in the rear of
the grill firebox as shown.
2. Close the dome and allow the temperature to come up slowly with the from air intake open and the top
vent open 1/2” and the top air mixing vent at full open as shown.
3. This method may take 30-45 minutes to reach your target temperature, but it will ensure a long and slow
cooking period.
Low Temperature Tip:
It is easy to raise the temperature, but very difficult to lower the temperature if you go over your
target temperature.
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Cooking Temperature Guide
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Grill Care and Cautions
Grill CARE & CAUTIONS
Once you fire up the Caliber Pro Kamado Grill, you will notice that it remains relatively cool to the touch on
the majority of the exterior of the grill. This is due to the dual layer and inner insulation we have engineered
into this innovative product. There are however areas of the grill exterior that will become HOT to touch and
may cause burns. Specific areas to use caution to not contact when the grill is HOT is the top rear side of the
dome as this is where our patented flue-way channel runs up the back of the grill lid.
1. Do not move your Caliber Pro Kamado grill while cooking or if hot ashes are present in the grill.
2. Do not use your Caliber Pro Kamado grill indoors or in an enclosed area. For outdoor use only.
3. Do not use lighter fluid, gas or other combustible liquids. Liquid chemicals are a fire hazard and they
will and produce an undesirable taste in your food. Use only firelighters complying to EN 1860-3.
4. Keep children and pets away while using your Caliber Pro Kamado grill.
5. Do not remove your Caliber Pro Kamado grill from the cart or approved grill table and place it on a wooden deck, table or other surface. It can damage the surface or cause a fire.
6. Wait until the ashes are completely cool before removing them from your grill and disposing of them.
7. ALWAYS “BURP” your grill before opening. To “BURP” your grill, slowly open the grill lid about 1-2
inches to allow air in, then after a few second, fully open the lid to its stop position. By properly “Burping”
your grill, you may avoid potentially dangerous sudden escape of heat and possible fireball effect when
doing so.
8. Do not use “Instant Light” briquettes. They will not be able to reach grilling temperatures over 500ºF
and they also impart an undesirable taste.
9. Do not use briquette charcoal. This type of charcoal cannot reach temperatures above 525°F and it
does not impart true charcoal flavor that quality lump charcoal does.

GRILL CARE:
Depending on how often your grill is used, you will occasionally need to empty out the ash that will
accumulate in the bottom of the grill under the Charcoal Plate. We have designed a tool that may be used
for cleaning out the ash from the bottom of the grill and scraped out through the front air intake into a
container or bag for recycling. The easiest, cleanest way to clean out the ash from the base of the Caliber
Pro Kamado is to use a paper or plastic disposable grocery bag with its handles draped over the front air
inlet and use the kamado L-shaped tool to “pull” the ash into the bag. You can also use a small garden
shovel to push the ash from the inside of the kamado base out the bottom intake into the bag. The dry,
cool ash can then be disposed of or used in the garden as compost, if it’s not heavily grease-laden. When
cooking very greasy proteins and using the blaze basket for your charcoal, it’s recommended to place an
aluminum pie plate at the bottom of the smoker to easily catch and dispose of the grease.
Always wait until the grill is COLD to clean out the firebox of ash as hot coals may fall below the Charcoal Plate and be a fire hazzard or cause burns.
To clean the exterior of the grill, allow the grill to cool off and use soap and water on a cloth. It is not
recommended to “hose” down the grill. Do not attempt to clean the grill when it is hot, allow to cool
before cleaning. Once the grill is cooled, we recommend using the grill cover accessory to protect it for years of
12
enjoyment.

Caliber Pro Kamado: SMOKING
Low and Slow smoking can be achieved with the Caliber Pro Kamado Grill following the steps provided. The
top air mixing vent has two stainless steel disks that are attached by a screw. The top disk with the small to
large series of slots is called a “mixer wheel” and can be adjusted from the smallest series of slot patterns
used for low temperature cooking (smoking) to opening the entire series of slots for higher temperature
grilling and searing. For smoking, it’s suggested to open the slot pattern within the example given for
achieving your desired temperature.

Setup for Smoking
1. The Grill can slow smoke 4-5 full racks of ribs at one time using the Blaze Basket filled 3/4 full with lump
charcoal of your choice. When the 100% Natural Lump Charcoal is fully lit, shut the bottom air vent and
open the bottom slider to about 1/2 open.
2. Place the Grilling rack in place with the filler side facing the rear over the Blaze Basket as shown.
3. Adjust the top mixer wheel to where the first set of small slots plus one or two medium slots are open to
the inner air mixing bowl as shown.
4. Monitor the temperature until it reaches your desired temperature.
5. Close the top vent half way, wait 1-2 minutes and check the temperature.
6. Adjusting the top vent by either closing it more (lower temperature) or opening it more (higher
temperature) by a ¼” can change the temperature as much as 25°F.
7. Monitor the temperature during cooking and if you notice that the temperature has moved outside your
desired range, adjust the top vent in very small increments.
COOKING TIP:
Although the temperature shown on the grill lid is designed for general grilling, we recommend the use
of a quality digital thermometer to most accurately monitor the cavity temperature during a slow smoke
process.
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SMOKING Configuration
SMOKING CONFIGURATION:
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Caliber Pro Kamado: GRILLING

Everyday Grilling with the Caliber Pro Kamado is easy and is best used for grilling steaks, bratwurst, hot
dogs, hamburgers, fish, and veggies. The top air mixing vent has two stainless steel disks that are attached
by a screw. The top disk with the small to large series of slots is called a “mixer wheel” and can be adjusted
from the smallest series of slot patterns used for low temperature cooking (smoking) to opening the entire
series of slots for higher temperature grilling and searing. For general Grilling, it’s suggested to open the
slot pattern within the example given for achieving great grilling results.
The Grill can grill at medium heat with the following setup and the settings can be adjusted to your grilling
preference

Setup for General Grilling
1. Open the lid and pull forward on the bottom vent knob to rotate the door open and slide the knob to the
right to fully open the vent. Place approx. 2 pie tins full of Lump charcoal directly on the Charcoal Plate as
shown.
2. When the 100% Natural Lump Charcoal is fully lit, secure the Grilling rack in place as shown.
3. Adjust the top mixer wheel to where ALL slots are open to the inner air mixing bowl as shown.
4. Rotate the bottom air intake door to its closed/locked position, but leave the front vents in the open position as shown.
5. Monitor the temperature until it reaches your desired temperature.
COOKING TIP:
Although you’ll find that this grilling setup will serve well for everyday grilling, we recommend that you set
the grill up with the INDIRECT CONFIGURATION when grilling thick cuts of rib eye, porterhouse, or New
York steaks, tri-tip, etc. .
COOKING TIP:
If you wish to add a hint of smoke flavor, place a few small chips of your favorite mesquite, hickory, apple,
etc over the fire just before you place your food on the grill.
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GRILLING Configuration

GRILLING CONFIGURATION:
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Caliber Pro Kamado: INDIRECT GRILLING

The Caliber Pro Kamado is a versatile grill that allows for your favorite combination of searing with indirect
finishing grilling. The setup for indirect grilling are similar to general grilling, but the lump charcoal is placed
into the Blaze Basket where the meat can be seared, then moved to the front of the grill for indirect cooking.
For thick, large cuts of meat, the use of the Blaze Basket as a sear plus indirect heat source produces some
of the best flavored meats you could imagine. Examples of thick rib eyes seared directly over the Blaze
Basket, then moved to the front of the grill produce a flavorful, tender finish with smoke chips added to
the Blaze Basket just before the meat is placed on the grill. Other cuts that are perfect for the rear sear and
move to the grill front are large tri-tips and porterhouse cuts. Searing a tri-tip with smoke over the Blaze
Basket for 5 minutes each side, then moving away from the basket for 45-60* minutes produces the finest of
smoked meats you could imagine.
For thinner (3/4” or less) cuts of meat, the indirect grilling grill set up will still impart a bouquet of smoke
flavor, but the sear to indirect time will vary according to the meat thickness and doneness desired.

Setup for Searing with Indirect Heat Grilling
1. Open the lid and pull forward on the bottom vent knob to rotate the door open and slide the knob to the
right to fully open the vent. > Note that you may use the optional Blaze Basket as your indirect heat source
as shown OR, as a variation, you may instead place the Lump charcoal directly on the Charcoal Plate with
the zone divider side up as shown. If you do not use the Blaze Basket, we recommend that you fill 1 or 2
zones on the charcoal plate with lump to create direct and indirect heat zones.
2. When the 100% Natural Lump Charcoal is fully lit, secure the Grilling rack in place with the filler side facing the rear over the Blaze Basket (if being used) as shown. An alternate setup calls for use of the Charcoal
plate with the zone dividers side up if the Blaze Basket is not available or you wish to have a lower indirect
source of heat for non-sear or specific cooking zone applications.
3. Adjust the top mixer wheel to where ALL slots are open to the inner air mixing bowl as shown.
4. Shut the bottom air intake vent, but leave the vents in the open position as shown.
5. Monitor the temperature until it reaches your desired temperature.
COOKING TIP:
If you wish to add a hint of smoke flavor, place a few small chips of your favorite mesquite, hickory, apple,
etc over the fire just before you place your food on the grill.
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INDIRECT GRILLING Configuration
INDIRECT GRILLING CONFIGURATION:

As an alternate, you may instead use the
charcoal plate with the zone dividers side
up rather than the Blaze Basket
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Caliber Pro Kamado: ROTISSERIE GRILLING

Rotisserie Grilling, Chiaroscuro-style is the long favored method for grilling meat with a rear raised fire that
allows the meat to self baste, producing a moist and flavor infused cut.
The Caliber Pro Kamado has designed an exclusive, patent-pending innovation in kamado style cooking
that integrates a sought after rotisserie system with rear wood fired cooking.
This configuration is well suited for slow cooking whole chickens(up to 2 at once, 4.5-5lbs each), large tri-tip
steaks, and hen turkeys(up to 12 lbs), to name a few.

Setup for Rotisserie Grilling
1. Open the lid and pull forward on the bottom vent knob to rotate the door open and slide the knob to the
right to fully open the vent. We highly recommend you use the optional Blaze Basket as your indirect heat
source OR you may place the Lump charcoal directly on the Charcoal Plate, but to the rear of the grill where
the Blaze Basket typically rests. We also recommend that you place the food to be cooked on the rotisserie
rod and into the motor before the fire is lit as the rear fire in the Blaze Basket will generate significant heat
and may cause burns if you are not quick to assemble the rotisserie rod with food into the motor socket and
over the 2 stainless steel bearings.
2. When the 100% Natural Lump Charcoal is fully lit, secure the Grilling rack in place with the filler side facing the rear over the Blaze Basket (if being used) as shown.
3. Adjust the top mixer wheel to where the top air intake slots are open to the inner air mixing bowl as
shown.
4. Shut the bottom air intake vent, but leave the vents in the open position as shown.
5. Monitor the temperature until it reaches your desired temperature.
COOKING TIP:
Although you may grill steaks with this general grilling setting, we recommend that you set the grill up with
the SEAR CONFIGURATION when grilling thick cuts of rib eye, porterhouse, or New York steaks, etc. You’ll
find that this grilling setup will serve well for everyday grilling of the above listed items.
COOKING TIP:
If you wish to add a hint of smoke flavor, place a few small chips of your favorite mesquite, hickory, apple,
etc over the fire just before you place your food on the grill.
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ROTISSERIE GRILLING Configuration

ROTISSERIE GRILLING CONFIGURATION:
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Caliber Pro Kamado: BAKING

Imagine the possibilities with the ability to bake amazing food in your Caliber Pro Kamado Charcoal Grill.
Authentic Italian lasagna with a hint of mesquite smoke will surely please your guests. The construction of
the Pro Kamado is very similar to the methods we’ve used to build some of the world’s best convection
ovens, but with wood fire, you have that extra ingredient that cannot be found in other residential ovens.
The Caliber Pro Kamado has designed an exclusive, patented internal flue-way system that allows for precise
control of temperature to allow you to bake with premium results that rival other powered commercial
convection oven results.
This configuration is well suited for baking main dishes, casseroles, pizzas, and even cookies and breads.

Setup for Baking
1. Open the lid and pull forward on the bottom vent knob to rotate the door open and slide the knob to the
right to fully open the vent. You may use the optional Blaze Basket as your indirect heat source OR you may
place the Lump charcoal centered directly on the lower Charcoal Plate. This method requires the use of the
Commercial Diffuser Ceramic Stone (Pizza Stone - sold separately).
2. When the 100% Natural Lump Charcoal is fully lit, secure the Centering metal round rack with the Pizza
diffuser stone on top of the rack. Notice that the centering rack keeps the stone centered and allows for a
uniform distribution of heat around the perimeter of the stone.
3. Adjust the top mixer wheel to where the top air intake slots are open to the inner air mixing bowl as
shown.
4. Shut the bottom air intake vent, but leave the vents in the open position as shown.
5. Monitor the temperature until it reaches your desired temperature. For baking that requires 250-350ºF
temperatures, you’ll find that the bottom vent should remain about 50% open. The set up for PIZZA is similar, but use 2X the lump fuel and keep the bottom vent 75-100% open and allow the thermometer to reach
500ºF+ before preparing to cook pizza.
COOKING TIP:
You may also choose to BAKE without the use of the Commercial Diffuser Ceramic Stone (Pizza Stone) by
using the Blaze Basket as the heat source with the dish placed centered/forward on the standard wire cooking grid that come with the grill so that the dish to be baked does not rest directly over the heat source/
Blaze Basket.
COOKING TIP:
If you’re baking a pizza, sprinkle corn meal on Pizza Stone just before adding you pizza to
prevent it from sticking.
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BAKING Configuration

BAKING CONFIGURATION:
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Caliber Pro Kamado: WARRANTY

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY:
Caliber Appliances warrants the grill racks, charcoal grate and stainless steel body
components to be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal
residential use for the lifetime of this product. Defective parts will be repaired or
replaced free of charge with the owner paying all other costs including freight and
labor.

FIVE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY:
Caliber Appliances warrants the powder coated exterior parts (if so equipped) to be
free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal residential use for a
period of five years from the original date of purchase. Any part determined by Caliber Appliances to be defective will be repaired or replaced free of charge with the
owner paying all other costs including freight and labor.

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY:
Caliber Appliances warrants the gasket and any wood components (i.e. handle and
side shelf parts) to be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal
residential use for one year. This does not cover gaskets that have been excessively
soaked in grease due to deferred cleaning or heat damaged due to contact with excessive open flames. In addition any accessories purchased are covered by the one
year warranty when operated under normal conditions. This does not cover misuse,
mishandling or breakage.
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Caliber Pro Kamado: WARRANTY

WARRANTY DEFINITIONS, LIMITATIONS & EXCLUSIONS:
Coverage Area & Term:
The warranty shall apply only to products purchased and located in the United States and Canada.
The warranty coverage period commences from the original date of purchase and proof of date
of purchase is required. In order to activate the warranty coverage term you need to return the
“Warranty Card” supplied with each product or submit the information online. This card (with the
attached serial number label) must be promptly returned to Caliber in order to ensure warranty
coverage. The warranty applies to the original owner only and may not be transferred; however,
the warranty is still valid to the original owner even if the product is relocated (excluding transit
damage). Caliber will not sell, share or otherwise distribute information supplied on the warranty
cards.

Exclusions: This warranty excludes normal discoloration, surface scratches, grease buildup, weather and atmospheric related staining, and minor surface rust and oxidation that can be expected on
any outdoor product.

This warranty does not apply to the Commercial use of Products (as determined by Caliber) or
damages resulting from improper installation, shipping, transit, or on-site handling damages incurred during installation. Warranty is also voided in cases of negligence, alteration, misuse, abuse,
accident, natural disaster, improper installation, improper operation such as damage caused by
temperatures as a result of excessive over-firing, dings, dents, scratches, or damages related to the
use of harsh cleaning chemicals and acids. Caliber shall not be liable for incidental, consequential,
special or contingent damages resulting from its breach of this written warranty or any implied warranty. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, or the exclusions
of or limitations on consequential damages. This warranty gives you specific rights and you may
have other rights which vary from state to state.

WARRANTY SERVICE AND REPLACEMENT PARTS: Call your authorized dealer or Caliber Appliances directly at 714-848-1349 during normal business hours. Be prepared to provide the following information: purchasers’ and dealer name, model and serial number of the grill, date of
purchase and an accurate description of the problem. Caliber will not pay for service call labor or
replacement parts replacement on products with improper installation or for educating the owner/
user. The owner is responsible for proper installation, cleaning, providing normal care and maintenance and providing proof of purchase.
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